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ABSTRACT 

BACKGROUND: In this first-of-its-kind study I employed Discount Usability 

Engineering to evaluate and compare the usability of two versions of a clinical decision 

support application designed to help women make decisions concerning future births 

after having a cesarean. 

METHODS: Eight women who had previously given birth were observed while 

engaging in the operation of limited prototypes ofboth application versions. They were 

encouraged to think aloud and were questioned to ascertain their understanding and 

opinions of each version. 

RESULTS: Several important usability improvements were identified with low 

investment of time, resources, and funds. In particular this study demonstrated that the 

application appeared to be measuring women's birthing preferences more precisely than 

the women wanted. 

CONCLUSION: Discount Usability Engineering was shown to be an effective method 

for discovery of meaningful usability improvements at minimal cost and effort. 
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Introduction 

Overview 

Usability is the idea that products need to be designed to cater to the average 

understanding and abilities of their user communities, as well as to a consensus of the 

users' preferred tastes. It is officially defined by the International Standards Organization 

in their publication 9241-11 ( 1998) as, "the extent to which the product can be used by 

specific users to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a 

specific context of use." 1 

The usability study I describe in this paper was an adjunct project to ongoing research by 

Eden, Guise, Perrin, Dolan, Seshadri, Anderson, Rosenberg, McClelland, and Jimison 

(Eden et a!), in the area of childbirth decisions after a cesarean2
. The research of Eden et 

al is part of a broad-range effort to bring women who have borne a child via cesarean 

section directly into the decision making process for the type of delivery of their next 

pregnancy3
. This research builds upon evidence that such women's preferences are not 

fully recognized either by themselves or by obstetric practitioners4
• It also helps 

implement goals of a number of national and private health care organizations to enhance 

medical decision effectiveness3
. 

The subject of the current research of Eden et al has been to assess the efficacy of a 

clinical computer application named the Preferences-Assessment Computer Module 

(P ACM) to help women make birthing decisions2
• In an earlier project, Eden, Anderson, 

Bhupatiraju, and Guise created PACM to enhance women's awareness oftheir true 
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preferred choice between a repeat cesarean and a vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) 

should they undergo a successive pregnancy. They designed it for direct personal use by 

subject women. To accomplish this, it was developed using a decision support 

methodology known as the Analytic Hierarchy Process, specifically using a variant called 

Pairwise Comparison Method5
. 

In an early phase of their current research Eden et al conducted a pilot effort to design the 

P ACM application for optimum preference measurement. This effort resulted in two 

variations of the actual measuring mechanism within the application, but was 

inconclusive as to which variation was most effective. One, called the checkoff version, 

required users to answer questions by choosing from among a group of mutually 

exclusive user input fields using radio buttons. The other was fashioned as a sliding bar, 

consisting of a box that users could move horizontally along a wide line to a position of 

their choice. Both versions of the application displayed the exact same questions and 

employed the exact same algorithms for assessing user preferences2
. 

The pilot study produced evidence that ability to measure patient preferences was 

adequate in both flavors of the application, provided that users understood and completed 

the measurements and accepted their output2
. In other words, if users' answers 

accurately reflected their actual feelings, either version would provide representative 

calculation of their overall scores. Therefore any difference in effectiveness between the 

two should reflect differences in user responses and behavior toward the design, or in 

other words, differences in their respective usability. Presumably a more accepted and 
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understood application would promote the validity of the research of Eden et al. As such, 

the purpose of my study was to aid Eden et al to determine which of the two versions was 

most usable -- most likely to be understood, accepted, and completed by the users. In 

addition the outcome of a usability study was expected to benefit the experience of 

research subjects. 

Yet at the same time it was important to avoid substantially increasing either the cost or 

the time of the original research. In order to accomplish these goals I chose to conduct a 

usability evaluation between the two variations using the methodology known as 

Discount Usability Engineering. 

Both Eden et al and I got more than we bargained for, but in a positive way. While my 

study showed that users might prefer the checkoff version slightly to the sliding bar, 

several issues were uncovered in both versions. Most importantly the study brought 

visibility to the varying ways the patients understood the preference measurements. The 

degree to which some women preferred repeat cesarean over VBAC births or vice versa 

may have been skewed by their avoidance or misunderstanding of some input entry 

values. Yet the discovery of this and other concerns was invaluable to Eden et al in 

improving the application itself and their research as a whole. 

What is more, I discovered that clinical decision support applications had rarely ever 

undergone Discount Usability Engineering, while the Analytic Hierarchy Process had 
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almost no record of usability evaluation of any kind. As a result, I hope to have pierced a 

frontier area of informatics research. 

Background 

Discount Usability Engineering 

Discount Usability Engineering is a method of evaluating product usability. Nielsen, the 

father of Discount Usability Engineering, identifies five basic qualities of good usability: 

• "Leamability" - the user finds the product simple to figure out and remember. 

• "Efficiency"- the product easily helps the user be productive. 

• "Memorability"- the occasional user can retain his/her experience with the 

product and reconstruct it easily. 

• "Errors" [sic] - the product rarely provokes user mistakes, and the user can 

correct them without complication. 

• "Satisfaction"- users enjoy or approve of how the product works6
. 

According to Scholtz and the National Institute of Standards and Testing (NIST), 

usability enters a product through usability engineering (also known as human factors 

engineering (HFE)), which is a process of formatted development focused on user 

interfaces. Usability is ensured through usability evaluation, which is a component of 

HFE. Scholtz states that usability evaluation comes in three flavors: 

• "User-centered"- non-expert product users engage typical features in expected 

manners while their experiences are observed and recorded. 
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• "Expert-based"- domain knowledgeable persons perform subject matter reviews, 

walkthroughs, and heuristic inspections. 

• "Model-based"- usability is evaluated using models of human mental or physical 

behavior and perceptions 7. 

All the above have their pros and cons. A major plus for user-centered evaluations is the 

involvement of the end user, but Scholtz cautions that their involvement can be costly, 

long-lasting, and may require sophisticated laboratories. Expert-based evaluations 

overcome the excesses of employing users, but tend to find facts without problem 

resolutions. They are also less effective at discovering problems than user-based. 

Model-based evaluations must undergo validity verification, which may ultimately be 

highly beneficial but involves a long duration7
• 

Rubin defines user-centered evaluations to be usability testing. He describes four types: 

• "Exploratory" - users try out a prototype or discuss early design. 

• "Assessment"- a middle-of-development stage where users test usability of a 

product's basic functions. 

• "Validation"- users test the full product's usability as a whole in preparation for 

release. 

• "Comparison" - at any stage of development users compare designs, versions, 

competing products, etc.8 

Nielsen notes that many organizations believe that usability evaluation is too costly 

and/or too complex to administer. He asserts this not need be the case, and that these 
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beliefs are more likely perceptual than factual. According to Nielsen these perceptions 

stem from a number of factors and sources, including suspect published reports, 

misleading models, and simple lack of information9
• This is interesting in light of 

Scholz's aforementioned assertion, seemingly endorsed by NIST, that user-centered 

evaluations are hindered by their expense and the common need to use a lab 7 . 

Nielsen also describes a related lack of usability research. Researchers want to capture 

quantitatively significant statistics to justify studying an application's usability. 

Researchers tend to think it imperative that any tests of an application's usability meet 

some specific benchmark of confidence, such as would be expected of a drug tested in a 

clinical trial. Such research may not be attempted in the face of anticipated complexity 

and an associated financial burden9
• 

In response to the above issues, Nielsen developed an evaluation model he termed 

Discount Usability Engineering10
• (Nielsen and others in the literature seem not to 

abbreviate Discount Usability Engineering with an acronym, so I have elected to do the 

same.) Discount Usability Engineering draws on elements ofboth user-based and expert

based evaluation, and is appropriate for all types of usability testing9
• 
1 0

•
11

• The idea of 

Discount Usability Engineering is that in practice a usability evaluation does not need to 

demonstrate a statistically significant level of confidence; it is not important to find 

everything that affects usability. What matters is that the usability concerns that are 

identified deliver the highest cost-benefit ratio9
•
10

. Suppose you could only achieve a 

25% confidence level that a usability evaluation could improve your product. It is not 
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statistically meaningful -but the chance that you will design the product to be more 

usable is three times greater than the chance of failing to do so. That might be worth the 

risk if your costs and effort are low. Nielsen points out that even the percentage of the 

time you make no improvements, you are unlikely to make the product worse9
. 

Discount Usability Engineering is particularly well suited to comparison usability testing, 

because the primary aim is to figure out which product is most usable rather than to meet 

a usability threshold. Randomly choosing between two applications gives only even odds 

of selecting the most usable. If usability evaluation were to reach the aforementioned 3: I 

odds, you would have tripled your likelihood of choosing the better application. Via 

Discount Usability Engineering this increase in confidence level, and more, can often be 

accomplished with relatively low cost9
. 

What enables Discount Usability Engineering to keep usability evaluation at manageable 

cost and high benefit is that it is designed to use a minimum number of subject users, 

minimal complexity, and minimal overhead. Nielsen and Landauer determined that the 

rate of increase in usability improvements discovered per user using Discount Usability 

Engineering peaks with a small number of testers, sometimes as few as seven. (See 

.~igure 1.) Because of this projects can achieve maximum cost-benefit ratio when cost of 

users is low, resulting in ratios of as high as 1:178 (For every $1 spent, $178 of value is 

gained). In the same research Nielsen and Landauer learned that after an initial gain 

additional increases in complexity also do not provide corresponding increases in 

discovered usability concerns. In other words, while more usability problems might be 
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discovered with greater coverage, the effort to do so would be increasingly less cost

effective than finding the initial problems12
• Overhead reductions come from methods 

that avoid expensive videotaping and strategies for reducing evaluation complexity. 

Nielsen achieves all of these minimalizations by managing Discount Usability 

Engineering through variations of three usability evaluation techniques: "scenarios", 

"simplified thinking aloud", and "heuristic evaluation"10
• 

Scenarios are users' perspectives on what happens during a transitional process, and as 

such are a form of user-centered evaluation. There is debate as to whether scenarios are 

descriptions of paths through the transition versus description of the interactions of the 

environment with the transition13
. Nielsen seems to belong to the former camp. He sees 

scenarios primarily as useful in exploratory or comparison testing, particularly for 

prototyping 11
• Nielsen uses scenarios in Discount Usability Engineering by creating 

"extreme" prototypes by vastly limiting product scope. Users need not concern 

themselves with the applications' overall complexity, thus greatly reducing evaluation 

cost and administration9
. 

Thinking aloud is an old tool often used by psychologists. Persons are asked to verbalize 

what is going on in their thoughts about an activity while simultaneously engaging in it. 

The researcher observes the person while recording their comments and behavior on 

videotape 11
• Simplified thinking aloud is an abridged variation in which the researcher 

substantially reduces expenses and time by substituting video graphic technology with 
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ordinary note taking9
•
10

• Simplified thinking aloud can be either user-centered or expert

based, and appears to be useful in all four types of usability testing. 

Heuristic evaluation is the most commonly used expert-based usability evaluation8
. A 

group ofknowledge realm experts evaluate user interface design against agreed-upon 

usability rules. Generally each expert conducts an independent evaluation, and their 

findings are collated after all of them are finished. In Discount Usability Engineering the 

primary difference from other heuristic evaluation implementations is the use of a 

considerably smaller rules base. Nielsen states that a typical number is 1000, but that as 

few as 10 fundamental ones can effect Discount Usability Engineering goals9
. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process 

As mentioned above, P ACM is a computerized automated decision aid that is based upon 

a decision making model called Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). AHP was originally 

postulated in 1977 by Saaty14 and explained in much greater detail by him in 198015
• 

Saaty's premise is that when the human mind is confronted with decisions composed of a 

number of complicated interactions and input, it constructs a "hierarchy ... of stratified 

levels" in order to reach an overall choice15 [p. x (Preface)]. PACM bases its · 

determination of women's future delivery preferences on such a hierarchy (Figure 2.l 

In AHP decisions are broken down into a number of scored pairwise comparisons 

between criteria stacked in tiers that Saaty calls levels. Criteria at any given level may or 

may not have subordinate criteria at the next lower level. There is only one criterion at 
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the top level (the final decision), but there can be any number of subcriteria. Any 

subcriterion can be subordinated to more than one superior criterion at the next higher 

level if that level is not the top 15
• 

Each comparison is constructed between two choices that are not absolute but rather 

related on a continuum in the manner of a Likert ~cal e. The score on a particular 

comparison is calculated as a ratio of the extent that the decision maker leans towards one 

choice to the extents/he leans towards the other15
• For example, a user might be given 

the question, "When you drink beer which of these matter more to you?" The answers 

might be "Tastes great" and "Less filling". The user would be asked not only which is 

their preference, but the degree of preference, i.e. tasting great is much more important 

than being less filling, or less filling is slightly more important than tasting great. The 

ratio is calculated based on the preference degree. Saaty calculated that the ratios should 

not exceed 9 and devised a table of rational values to Likert-like labels (Table 1.)15
. For 

instance, a 5-point scale with the preference on the second label going from left to right 

would produce a ratio of 5; going from right to left the ratio would be 115. On a 9-point 

scale the same absolute positions (2nd and 81h) would instead produce ratios of7 and 117 

respectively. Note that while Saaty's formula does not allow for a ratio greater than 9 or 

less than 1/9, it does allow for any number of fractional scalar positions15
• 

Many decisions are actually more than two-fold, and each decision attribute needs to be 

compared against every other. In AHP, these attributes are represented by the subcriteria 

of a particular superior criterion 15
• We can illustrate this using our beer example above; 
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the decision maker might also want to consider strong hops flavor and low alcohol 

content. This leads to six different pairwise comparisons: 

1) Great taste vs. less filling 

2) Great taste vs. strong hops 

3) Great taste vs. low alcohol 

4) Less filling vs. strong hops 

5) Less filling vs. low alcohol 

6) Strong hops vs. low alcohol 

In the above example, the ratio of 1) might be 6 while the ratio of2) might be 1/3, and so 

on. 

The essence of AHP is in weighting and normalizing relationships between comparisons, 

both those adjacent to each other and those of subcriteria to their respective supercriteria. 

When done properly AHP results in a top-level decision with strength of preference 

based accurately on the relative contributions of its many input factors. 

A plethora of scales, mathematical formulae, and methodologies have been devised to 

calculate the optimal preference vector. Saaty mentioned four formulae in his early 

research15
, and later revised that work16

• Kocaoglu enhanced Saaty's original work by 

creating the aforementioned Pairwise Comparison Method (PCM) 17
. (Although 

Kocaoglu described PCM as a different methodology than AHP, he was referring 

specifically to the work of Saaty, and today PCM is sometimes considered a variant AHP 

formula.) PCM varies from Saaty's AHP formulae by use of a modified normalization 
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technique called Constant-Sum method. It also replaces Saaty's 9-point scales with ratios 

between numbers that add up to 100, such that the ratio 3 is represented by 75:25. Other 

important contributing research includes that by Belton and Gear18
, and Lootsma19

. By 

1994 Triantaphyllou, Lootsma, Pardalos, and Mann were able to evaluate 78 different 

scales described in research literature20
. ·These many flavors of AHP have been used 

across a number of different industries and disciplines. 

For the checkoff version ofPACM (Preferences-Assessment Computer Module), Eden et 

al chose to utilize an adaptation of one of Saaty's original formulae 15 to clinical work by 

Dolan2
•
21

, and Dolan and Frisina2
•
22

. The sliding bar version was an upgrade of P ACM as 

built by Eden, Anderson, Bhupatiraju, and Guise. It uses the ratios from Kocaoglu's 

Pairwise Comparison Method5
•
17

, although it performs normalization as described by 

Dolan and Frisina22
• In both versions the formulas in PACM use weighted vectors for 

each group of criteria that are at the same level as each other and subcriteria to the same 

criterion. These vectors are normalized to add up collectively to 1. Within PACM each 

of these groups corresponds to a discrete portion of the application with the appropriate 

comparisons as well as weighted results. The results are displayed as percentages, which 

are simply the normalized vectors multiplied by 100. Each group of vectors are weighted 

against each other and normalized again in order to calculate a final score2
. A detailed 

explanation of the formulas can be found in Appendix A. 
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Methods and Materials 

Research Setting and Subjects 

This research was conducted in the Center for Women's Health, an ambulatory clinic at 

Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU), during the fall of 2004. Three research 

assistants were employed, although only one research assistant at a time worked with any 

given subject. 

In keeping with the aims ofDiscount Usability Engineering, a small sample of nine 

subjects was recruited to compare the two versions of P ACM. The results of one 

subject's experience were dismissed when it became clear that she was unable to 

understand the research questions. Thus, the data from eight subjects were included in 

the final evaluation. The recruited subjects were English speaking women at least 18 

years of age that had delivered one and only one time, either by VBAC or cesarean, 

usually within the immediately preceding days or weeks. All subjects were paid for their 

participation, which was entirely voluntary. None of these subjects were used previously 

or subsequently in the main study by Eden et al. However, Eden et al did include all 

eight subjects in a pilot evaluation of a risk assessment tool inside of P ACM. 

Six of the eight subjects provided answers to demographic questions. All of the six had 

completed at least some college in their education, but only two had received a degree 
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(both at the graduate level). All six women used a computer at home, and all were 

familiar with the Internet. Three of them also used a computer at work. 

The Preferences-Assessment Computer Module 

As has been discussed above: my research centered around two versions of the P ACM 

application, one in which users responded to pairwise comparisons using radio buttons 

(the checkoff version) and one in which they responded with a sliding bar. (For examples 

see Figures 3. and 4.) Both versions ofthe PACM application display a number of tabs 

at the top of the screen lined horizontally, each of which corresponds to a separate birth

related topic. Except for the left-most tab, which corresponds to an Introduction, 

selecting a tab reveals a varying number of additional tabs in a second horizontal row. 

Most of these additional tabs display a unique page with one or more questions for the 

user to answer. There are also pages that help the user with definitions but which do not 

contain questions. The user generally navigates through the pages and tabs sequentially, 

using a right-pointing arrow at the lower right-hand comer of each page. The user may 

also navigate backwards using a left-pointing arrow in the lower left-hand comer, or she 

may jump non-sequentially through the application by clicking on tabs directly. 

Some tabs do not consist of pairwise comparisons. Where pairwise comparisons are not 

displayed, both versions of P ACM are identical. Since the purpose of this study was to 

compare applications, only tabs corresponding to pairwise comparisons were evaluated. 

In addition, not all comparisons were utilized. This followed the scenario model of 

Discount Usability Engineering by creating a reduced prototype of the application. 
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Besides a potentially lowered cost (reflected primarily in reduced working hours of 

researchers and manageable payments to subjects), the prototype reduction benefited 

users by requiring less time and effort to run through the application. The tabs that were 

employed for the study cover comparisons between four birthing experience Criteria, 

three Side-effects to the mother, and five Delivery factors. These produce six, three, and 

15 pairwise comparisons respectively. Every comparison starts with the identical 

question, "Thinking about your next childbirth, which of these two preferences is more 

important to you?" Each page differs only in the pair of preferences displayed. The 

Criteria section also includes an Example tab to demonstrate how to answer pairwise 

comparisons. From the user perspective it operates identically to the other pairwise 

comparisons, except that the possible preferences are the meaningless pair "Left 

criterion" and "Right criterion". Users' responses to the Example are not tabulated in the 

AHP algorithm. 

In the checkoffversion ofPACM there are 17 radio buttons aligned left to right, with one 

or the other preference response above each end of the line. The middle button is labeled 

"Equally important". The buttons two positions to the left and right are labeled 

"Moderately more important", while those five to the left and right are labeled "Much 

more important". The far right and left buttons are labeled "Extremely more important". 

The remaining 1 0 buttons have no labels. The radio buttons behave according to 

standard protocol, meaning they are mutually exclusive. Choosing a new button will 

erase any entry in a previously chosen one. 
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The sliding bar version ofPACM is first viewed as a white horizontal line (the bar), with 

a small rectangle in the middle (the slider) labeled "50". The slider can be moved back 

and forth along the bar using the mouse, or by means of holding the mouse cursor over 

small scrolling arrows at either end of the bar. (These latter arrows are distinct from the 

navigation arrows in the lower comers of the page.) In contrast to the checkoff version, 

there are only three labels below the bar: one at each terminus reads "Extremely more 

important" while the midpoint is marked "Equally important". When a user moves the 

slider, the bar changes to blue, and the number on the slider increases in single integer 

increments as the slider approaches the outer ends. At the extreme right and left it is 

labeled 90. (If the user wants 50 to be her calculated answer, she must move the slider at 

least one number either direction and then back to 50.) As with the checkoff version, one 

or the other preference response can be viewed above each end of the line. 

Other Materials 

Besides the PACM application, two other types of materials were used in this study. 

Subjects were shown a series of PACM screen shots on paper that were identical to the 

Example page of the Criteria section (see Appendix B). Each screen shot was created in 

both a checkoff and sliding bar copy; for any given pair of screen shots the potential 

answer was placed in a specific position that was computationally similar (per AHP) in 

both versions. These screen shots were used as props while asking users a series of 

questions about their understanding of the application. 
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The screen shot questions were designed to assess whether or not use of the application 

was relatively intuitive. These questions zeroed in on users' understanding of the use of 

the application, to determine if they knew how the application was supposed to work and 

what the placements of answers to the pairwise comparisons represented. Users were 

also asked a series of open-ended questions concerning their opinions of facets of each 

just-used version. These ended with a lone Likert scale based question to assess the ease 

or difficulty of their experience. Finally, after both versions were completed users were 

asked which version they preferred, followed by demographic questions concerning their 

levels of education and computer use. For a full list of the questions and screen shots, see 

Appendix B. 

Methodology 

This evaluation explored both the scenario and simplified thinking aloud techniques of 

Discount Usability Engineering. Both were fundamental in the design of the evaluation, 

as will be described below. However, because of a lack of usability experts it was not 

possible to conduct a heuristic evaluation. 

This evaluation was structured largely as qualitative research. The first phase of the 

project was a combined assessment of the user questionnaire and training exercise for the 

research assistants. Three women associated with the Biomedical Informatics department 

at OHSU and one outside the university were asked to follow through the same routine as 

would later be used by subjects. This routine began with each user being given an 

explanation ofthe purpose of the application and ofthe exercise. It was also explained to 
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them that their answers would not be recorded nor used for calculating their overall 

birthing choice. One or the other version of P ACM was chosen by a simple coin flip, 

opened, and set up such that the user would begin with the Criteria tab and the Example 

sub-tab. Each user was asked to use PACM as they perceived was appropriate but net 

given instructions. As,suggested as part ofDiscount Usability Engineering, users were 

encouraged to "think aloud" as they went through the application. They were asked to 

comment on any aspect that caused them problems or confusion, or that they liked. 

Instruction was given to follow the application in sequence (per the right-pointing 

arrows) through all 24 pairwise comparisons and then halt. Once they were finished I 

showed them each of the screen shots for the specific version and asked all the 

understanding and opinion questions. When all the questions were asked, the entire 

exercise from the Example page to the last question was repeated for the opposite version 

of P ACM. Each user was then asked their choice of screen, and finally asked to 

comment on the questions, screen shots, and any other aspect of the exercise itself. 

As a result of this preliminary phase a small number of items were changed in the 

questions. More significantly, the Example page was itself altered within PACM and on 

the associated screen shots. When these trial users worked PACM, the Example page had 

the same pairwise comparison as the first Criteria page. As a result of the preliminary 

exercise it was realized that if users suggested a particular response was more meaningful 

than any other it would be impossible to determine if it was because it was their preferred 

choice or because they did not understand the application. Thus, the Example page and 
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all screen shots were remade using the completely neutral "Left Criterion" and "Right 

Criterion" responses. 

Once the research materials were designed and created, the evaluation was conducted 

with real subjects, each of whom was given identical tasks with both of the two 

application versions. The version of the screen used first was selected randomly 

beforehand by an off-site computerized randomizer. As with the four trial users, subjects 

were given an explanation of the study, but not given instructions, and they were 

informed that their responses would not be recorded nor used for a final calculation. All 

subjects were observed answering the same questions in each version of the application 

while being encouraged to think aloud, during which the research assistants took field 

notes. Each subject used one version of the application, was then questioned about her 

understanding and opinions of it, and then repeated the sequence with the opposite 

version. In the end each subject was asked which application she preferred and her 

reasons for her preference, followed by a couple of demographic questions. Once a 

subject completed all questions, she was offered time to use the application in its normal 

function to assess her own birthing preferences. This latter opportunity was offered as a 

voluntary perk outside of the research, and the users' responses were not observed to 

. . 
msure pnvacy. 

Because ofthe small sample size, and because it is not the aim of Discount Usability 

Engineering, no quantitative statistical analysis was performed on the data. However, I 

did recalculate representative P ACM scores using the values that users commonly 
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perceived they were entering, and compared them to the scores from the values actually 

entered by the AHP algorithm. While the results of these comparisons cannot be 

considered statistically significant, in the spirit of Discount Usability Engineering they 

revealed useful improvements to recommend to Eden et al for minimal cost. 

Results 

Preferred Version 

There was a slight overall preference by users for the checkoff version. Four of the eight 

users preferred the checkoff version, while three preferred the sliding bar. The eighth 

subject was undecided. These results were unrelated to the order in which they were 

exposed to the two versions. Three subjects preferred the version to which they were first 

exposed, while four preferred the second version they tried out. 

However, none of these results are significant or even particularly revealing with such a 

small sample size. More importantly, the subjects' preferred versions were not 

necessarily reflective of their understanding of either version nor were they evidence of 

inherent usability. 

Field Observations 

During observations it was noted that subjects generally responded to comparisons using 

those radio buttons that had labels, or slider values divisible by five. Because users were 

encouraged to think aloud, some subjects expressed that they felt there were too many 
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settings. Several expressed surprise that the slider had no value greater than 90; they 

suggested that an end value of 1 00 made much more sense to them. Likewise a desire to 

start the slider at 0 or 1 instead of 50 was mentioned. At least one user tried in futility to 

move the slider past 90 by holding down a scrolling arrow. 

Both subjects and preliminary phase users expressed interpretations of the sliding bar 

values as percents, which was given as the reason for expecting the high value to be 100. 

Some ofthem described a setting of75 as halfway between the middle and the end, even 

though it was not physically at that point. Yet they correctly understood 75 as meaning 

that one preference was 3 times as important as the other preference. 

One of the preliminary phase users had trouble understanding that the buttons were 

mutually exclusive, or that a comparison allowed no more than one preference setting. 

She attempted to mark one button each on either side of the middle. Later she expressed 

that she had been trying to choose a relative degree of preference to each choice in the 

comparison. None of the actual subjects displayed or expressed this confusion, but one 

woman always first marked one of the buttons labeled "Extremely more important" and 

then reset her answer on one of the other labeled buttons on the same side. 

At least three subjects were confused by the choices themselves in the Example page (and 

on the screen shots). One of these women was not familiar with the word "Criterion" 

(which was used generically for the usability test only), and all three expressed difficulty 

choosing because the choices had no meaning to them. 
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One subject felt that it was not helpful to read the question before making a choice, 

particularly since the question was always the same. This subject also brought to 

attention her belief that the choice "A void death or disability to my baby" was not 

meaningful, because it was likely to be the preferred choice in any comparison. 

The sliding bar version of P ACM did not register the value 50 unless users moved the 

slider to another value and back to 50. This was necessary to make certain the 

application could differentiate a choice of 50 from a failure to answer the question. Yet 

some found this frustrating and felt it should be possible to register 50 by default. 

Understanding ofPACM 

All eight subjects generally understood that responses to the left of the middle were 

oriented towards the answer on the left end while responses to the right were oriented 

towards the right-hand answer. Most subjects also expressed that the middle represented 

both choices being equally important, although one suggested it simply meant the user 

could not make up her mind. (The difference between these is subtle, but should not be 

overlooked -a user that does not make up her mind may only have failed to complete the 

data entry rather than revealed her actual choice.) Finally, subjects universally 

understood that an answer placed in an end position meant that the choice at that end was 

preferred as much over the other criterion as the application allowed. 
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For the most part subjects recognized that responses further away from the middle 

indicated a greater degree of preference for a particular criterion than responses closer to 

the middle. However, there was not a consensus concerning the meaning of specific 

placements in between the middle and the ends. For instance, the first screen shot of the 

checkoff version showed a user's preference placed four buttons to the right of the 

middle. This button was the right most of the two positions in between buttons labeled 

"Moderately more important" and "Much more important" on the right-hand side (refer 

to Figure 3.). When asked, "Can you please tell me what this selection means?" only 

two subjects responded in a manner suggesting detailed understanding, with one stating 

that the user's choice was moderate to much more important and the other suggesting that 

the choice was "closer" to much more important. Two others indicated that the user's 

preference was simply much more important (i.e. as if the position was labeled), and 

three responded only that it was more important. The remaining subject said that the user 

was undecided, although it was not clear whether she meant undecided about the two 

criteria or just undecided about the two nearby labels. 

Questions about the sliding bar unveiled lack of consensus even in the meaning of 

numeric values. The sliding bar screen shot that most closely approximated the intent of 

the aforementioned checkoff picture displayed the slider with the value 69. Four subjects 

stated this showed that the user preferred the right criterion or it was more important than 

the left, but did not qualify their interpretation any more deeply. Another subject said the 

user considered the right "somewhat" more important and one other said it meant 

"moderately" more important. The remaining two subjects referred to the actual value 
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displayed in the slider. One explained the number to mean that the right criterion was 19 

points greater than the left, while the other commented that the right was "69% more 

weighted that the left; the left would be 31 %". 

For the checkoff version subjects were shown two screen shots that had the left side 

"Moderately more important" button checked in one and the left-side "Much more 

important button" checked in the other. When asked how these various displayed 

answers differed, most subjects understood that the response "Much ... " signified greater 

preference over "Moderately ... ", but they described the separation in different degrees: 

"much more", "more", "slightly more". One subject said only that the two pictures 

represented a user changing her answer. Similarly, for the sliding bar version subjects 

were shown a pair of screen shots with the values on the left at 60 and 75 respectively. 

Some of the subjects described the difference with Likert-like phrases, but four of them 

used purely arithmetic terms, i.e. 15 points or 15 percent. 

The subjects were also shown two checkoff screen shots in which the first was marked 

"Moderately more important" but the second shot displayed the preference in the 

unlabeled button immediately adjacent to the left of"Moderately more important". This 

time the users answered with more uniform intent, with all but one stating the difference 

in some manner representing a minimal amount (most used the word "slight"). The lone 

outlier again thought only that the user changed her answer. However, two of those that 

saw a slight difference were not comfortable with the settings. One stated she might 

move her response from one radio button to the adjacent one "just to shake things up" so 
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as to avoid all responses being the same. The other responded with dismay that there 

were unlabeled buttons at all and said she would not herselfuse them. 

The related pair of sliding bar pictures displayed settings at 60 and 62. Subjects found 

these much more difficult to differentiate. Three subjects expressed that the closely 

placed responses in these pairs might not represent different intentions. One of these 

thought that adjacent slider values might be caused by an accidental movement of the 

mouse. 

Opinions of PACM 

Subjects found it relatively easy to determine where to place their answers in both 

versions, although not always to the same degree. Seven of the subjects described the 

checkoff version in phrases such as "very easy", "somewhat easy", "wasn't too hard", 

and "4 on a 1-10 scale with 10 =hardest". The one dissenter described it as "pretty 

difficult". Along the same lines six subjects described the sliding bar using terms like 

"easy" or "very easy". One of the remaining two felt it was hard, and the other simply 

said she did not like sliding. However, when asked how easy it was to view their 

answers, the sentiments for the sliding bar were comparable to the prior question (in fact, 

most said "very easy"), but four subjects were not completely satisfied with the checkoff 

version. These subjects stated that the size of the buttons was too small and two 

expressed that they were not spaced adequately. 
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Five subjects were happy with the number of positions to place an answer on the 

checkoff version. Two believed that the number should be reduced by four positions, and 

the other subject just responded that she preferred the sliding bar. Five subjects were also 

satisfied with the number of values on the sliding bar, but in contrast to the checkoff 

version the dissenters felt the problem was not enough values. All three of them wanted 

a scale that reached 100, and one of them felt it should start at 1. 

Most of the subjects considered the checkoff version appealing as is. However, one felt 

that it needed a better font, and another subject called it "boring" without offering 

suggested improvements. Only three subjects considered the sliding bar version 

appealing. Some complaints: "The numbers don't tell you anything", and, "[It] was a 

little confusing because you had to click on 50 to make that choice before you could 

move on." Suggested improvements for the sliding bar included making the box stand 

out more, using more or brighter color, a thicker bar, and a larger font for the question. 

Although a few subjects felt there were too many buttons in the checkoff version, none 

wanted additional labels under the unlabeled buttons. All the subjects were satisfied with 

the labeling of the buttons as they were. A couple thought that the application would be 

usable without labels, but none preferred that solution. By contrast, only one subject saw 

a need to add text labels under the sliding bar. Even though they were being asked about 

labels under the bar, four subjects again expressed dissatisfaction with limiting the values 

at 90 instead of 100, with one suggesting that the middle should be value 0 (not the 
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subject that had earlier suggested 1 ). One subject thought that removing the numbers 

altogether would improve use of the slider. 

When subjects were asked if they could think of a way to mark answers that would be 

better either than the version they had just seen (if it was the first) or both versions (if 

they had used both), half the subjects had no suggestions. The remaining half all 

suggested checkboxes, which is interesting in that such a solution would allow multiple 

responses to the same comparison. 

In the final question, subjects were asked to rate the difficulty of its use on a Likert scale, 

as "very difficult", "somewhat difficult", "neither difficult nor easy", "somewhat easy", 

or "very easy". No subject rated either version as either very difficult or somewhat 

difficult. The results of their ratings are in Table 2. (One subject did not rate the 

checkoff version.) 

Discussion 

I would like to think, as Nielsen and Landauer would predict13
, that with only eight 

subjects this research covered the majority of usability issues that could ever be found. 

Certainly those that have been discovered were done so with low cost. Truly, though, 

many of the matters brought to light were purely cosmetic matters. Some good 

suggestions were made concerning fonts, button sizes, and amount of color, and no 

subject argued against them. Yet it did not appear that any user was impeded or heavily 
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impacted by these considerations. In several cases a majority of the users liked the status 

quo with both versions. They were happy with the labels; they found the checkoff 

version appealing; they thought it was easy to figure out where to place their answers. It 

could be argued that from an aesthetic point of view both versions of the application were 

favorably received as they were presented. If this was all there was to the evaluation, 

even at a discount it is hard to see the cost-effectiveness. 

However, usability evaluation is not a marketing research tool; it is a facet of design and 

engineering. While satisfaction is one ofNielsen's five components ofusabilitl, it does 

not stand alone. What is notable about the subjects' results is the extent to which they 

misunderstood the meaning of their answers. On both scales subjects had a hard time 

understanding the difference between close values, and they avoided unlabeled buttons or 

values not divisible by 5. Some suggested that there were too many buttons on the 

checkoff version, not from an aesthetic point of view but from an operational one- they 

saw them as unchoosable. 

It appears that most subjects understood that the sliding bar numbers represented 

percentages, but not that they interpreted the percentages the same way. Those who saw 

75 as representing 75% for one answer versus 25% for the other appeared to grasp the 

concept as intended. Yet at least two subjects believed that there should be 1 00 values on 

each side. This would seem to indicate a desire that 75 represent 175 out of200, which is 

87.5%. 
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Also notable is the fact that subjects avoided numeric values not divisible by 5, and that 

several could not differentiate values only 2 apart. As explained in Appendix A, ratios 

of 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 do not fall upon divisions of 5; therefore users do not seem likely to 

choose a preference because it is 2 or 5 times as strong as the other. (In fact, the precise 

ratios are not even integers, so they would be unable to choose these exact ratios even if 

desired.) Finally, several subjects expressed frustration that the high score of90 did not 

represent their full preference level of 100% (which cannot be expressed as a 

mathematical ratio because it would require division by zero). 

With the checkoff version there was no evidence in the study that users associated radio 

button settings with any particular numeric value. Therefore, there is no reason to 

assume that their intent was different than the measure. However, the subjects in this 

study did not necessarily understand the labels under the buttons, as they described the 

same position with differing degrees of importance. It should be noted that this occurred 

with a position that some said they would never choose and that most ignored during 

observation. This suggests not so much that users choose incorrect representations of 

their preferences as that they are not as discriminating in their choices as the formula 

allows. 

These matters signified major implications to the efficacy of PACM. The premise of 

AHP is that overall choice is complex, so decision attributes must be carefully dissected, 

stacked, and weighted for proper decision support15
. Yet what if the women can't 
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quantify the preferences as precisely as the program requires? How much might this 

affect the outcome of the top-level decision? 

It is hard to say what the cumulative effect would be for all pairwise comparisons for any 

individual user. Even in the worst case for the sliding bar, the attribute weights are in the 

same relative order. Ultimately it may just be that overall decisions tend to be 

representative of the users' intentions from a binary A versus B perspective, but the 

strength of a decision may be deemed less or greater than it should be. 

Finally I note the curious suggestion by half of the subjects that checkboxes would be a 

better solution than either radio buttons or a sliding bar. None of the subjects explained 

how they would anticipate the mathematics to work, but one would assume it would have 

to require some sort of adding or averaging of values. Apparently at least one of the 

preliminary phase users had exactly that idea in mind as she tried to enter two values for 

each checkoff preference. The subjects, of course, had no knowledge of the formulas 

used in PACM. Therefore they cannot have appreciated the possibility that checkboxes 

have no merit as a workable decision support methodology. Yet from a usability 

perspective, they raise the consideration that AHP isn't necessarily satisfactory. 

Unfortunately, there is not much precedent from which to draw conclusions. It is perhaps 

a reflection of the research world reluctance described by Nielsen9 that I could locate 

only the scantiest reference in literature to usability evaluation for AHP based 

applications and none for PCM based. Shepperd and Cartwright conducted a limited 
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usability evaluation of a project management tool based in part on AHP, and they found 

that student users had some trouble making pairwise decisions through a user interface23
. 

Unfortunately they did not describe the design of the interface, so it is unclear to what 

extent it bears relevance to my research. Asahi, Turo, and Schneiderman briefly mention 

usability testing of an AHP tool in their research, but give no detail24
• Canfora and 

Troiano stated as recently as 2003 that they were unable to find any published research 

describing usability of software products built upon AHP or other similar decision 

making techniques25
• (Interestingly, some researchers have used AHP as a usability 

engineering tool in applications that do not themselves incorporate AHP, including 

Sikorski26
, Baek, Liebowitz and Lewis27

, and Levin28
.) 

I found no literature at all describing usability evaluation for AHP based applications in 

the clinical world. In fact, there are very few published examples of Discount Usability 

Engineering on clinical decision support applications even built without AHP. One 

notable exception concerns usability evaluation by Carroll, Marsden, Soden, Naylor, 

New, and Doman of a tool to advise patients and physicians of cardiovascular risk. 

Carroll eta! were able to demonstrate the efficacy of Discount Usability Engineering 

with a smaller clinical decision support application that, like P ACM, allowed direct 

manipulation by patients as users.29 Nonetheless, it appeared I had traveled into nearly 

virgin territory. Clearly, further research needs to be done in this area 

Perhaps the overriding suggestion ofthe above results is that PACM suffers from a lack 

of inherent leamability. The correct use is evidently not intuitive. However, in this study 
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the subjects were given no instructions. It is arguable that simply explaining what the 

potential responses truly represented might have yielded considerably different results. 

This is in line with Patel and Kaufman, who describe learnability as separate from 

usability within medical informatics products, because of the greater sophistication of the 

medical world. They point out the need for training and support for such products to be 

Sadly usability evaluation remains a surprisingly overlooked feature of computer 

applications development. Perhaps the reader has dealt with software or Internet 

applications that require an irritating series of back and forth navigations, data that is 

difficult to locate, or menu selections that are overlapping and ambiguous. These 

frustrations are well-known examples of computer products missing the mark on 

usability. 

Rubin gives several cogent reasons for the common failure to achieve usability: 

• Product engineering pays much more attention to hardware and information 

technologies than to their users. 

• The user community has evolved without concomitant recognition of this 

phenomenon by the developers. 

• Usability is not intuitive, yet engineering organizations often think it is. 

• User interface and documentation teams communicate poorly with systems teams. 

• Engineers are taught technical expertise while product features require design 
. 8 expertise . 
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When one considers that AHP is a technical model rather than a user interface system, it 

is perhaps then not surprising that a usability evaluation of PACM produced usability 

issues surrounding AHP that needed to be addressed. On the other hand, to the credit of 

Eden et aP and to Eden, Anderson, Bhupatiraju, and Guise5
, in many other ways P ACM 

was already a reasonably usable application. 

It should be noted that aspects of the research itself confused some users, and this should 

not be overlooked. It may be argued that if users had dealt with real preferences in the 

Example, or more importantly, in the screen shots, instead of the irrelevant "Left 

criterion" and "Right criterion", that they might have shown more understanding of the 

preference choices available. My guess is that this was really more an exposure of users' 

difficulty making choices that are of no value to them rather than evidence of an inability 

to understand the choice mechanism. However, future researchers may want to consider 

an improved method for gauging users' understanding of applications employing 
. . . pmrwtse compansons. 

Summary and Conclusions 

From the evidence collected in this research I concluded that the checkoffversion of 

P ACM was more usable than the sliding bar version. This is not because four users 

preferred the checkoff version versus three that preferred the sliding bar. I concluded this 

instead because I believed that the research indicated the checkoff version caused less 
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confusion and provided more consistent usage. Not all persons using the sliding bar 

interpreted its values identically, except at the middle and ends. Many expressed 

frustration with the upper boundaries, or stated that they found no meaning in the 

numeric values. Finally, a greater number of users found it unappealing as compared 

with the checkoff version. 

Nonetheless, the usability of the checkoffversion was open to improvement. These were 

my recommendations: 

• Removal of the unlabeled buttons. 

• Larger size of the buttons. 

• Greater spacing of the buttons (implicit with the above removal). 

• Color improvements. 

AHP is an oft-used decision support methodology that has been deployed in many 

applications with almost no investigation of its affect on usability. In this study I believe 

I demonstrated that AHP is not always an inherently usable system, and that careful 

examination and instruction may be needed for decision support tools built with AHP. At 

the same time I was able to provide a low-cost yet cost-effective usability evaluation of 

an AHP based tool using Discount Usability Engineering, which yielded meaningful 

suggestions for usability improvements. Discount Usability Engineering may be an 

effective system for future evaluations of AHP based tools. 
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Ratio between benefits and costs for using various numbers of heuristic evaluators and test users to find usability 
problems in a nu:dium-large software project, as calculated using the various as,vmnptians listed in the text, 

Figure 1. Nielsen and Landauer comparison of number of users to cost-benefit ratio9 
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GOAL 

Choose Best Delivery Strategy 

Death or 
disability to 
baby [Cb] 

Side-effects to 
mother [Cse} 

Numbness by 
incision [Sin} 

Trial of Labor [Tb, Th, Ti, Tin, 
Tfp, Tp, Trc, Tl, Tc, Tr, Tho} 

Problems with 
future pregnancies 
[Cfp} 

OPTIONS 

Experience of 
holding baby 
[Sho] 

Delivery factors 
[Cd} 

Have a smooth 
recovery [Sr} 

Repeat Cesarean [Rb, Rh, Ri, Rin, 
Rfp, Rp, Rrc, Rl, Rc, Rr, Rho} 

[Note: letters in brackets are weights computed by computer program as patient enters 
her data.] 

The patient will have two waves of comparisons. In the first wave, she will be given 
definitions for each criteria and sub-criteria. She will make comparisons among them for 
importance to the delivery decision. Next the patient will be given the probabilities (for 
the general population) related to each criteria and sub-criteria stratified by each delivery 
option. The patient will then make comparisons between the two delivery options related 
to risk, side-effects, and desired delivery experience. 

Figure 2. PACM analytic hierarchy of women's birth preferences.2 
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lf you pick a dot in the middle of the scale, thiS; suggests that the two criterion are . equally important to you. 
Please pick the dot that best represents how you feel about the importance of these two criteria. 

(Example only) 
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Figure 3. Example of PACM checkoff version using radio buttons 
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On the scale below, notice that importance of each criteria increases on either end of the scale. As you 
slide the bar towards either end, the number increases. A higher number suggests this criterion is very 
important to you when compared against the other criterion. If yqu place the slider in the middle, this 
suggests that the two criteria are equally important to you. Please slide the bar to the point that best 
represents how you feel about the importance ofthese two crit.eria. 

Left criterion 

Ex1reme!y 
hi lore 
Important 

(Example only) 
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Important 
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has recorded your choice. 

Figure 4. Example of PACM version using sliding bar 
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Intensity of 

importance Definition Explanation 

1 Equal importance Two activities contribute equally to the 

objective 

3 Weak importance of one Experience and judgment slightly favor one 

over the other activity over another 

5 Essential or strong Experience and judgment strongly favor 

importance one activity over another 

7 Very strong or An activity is favored very strongly over 

demonstrated importance another; its dominance demonstrated in 

practice 

9 Absolute importance The evidence favoring one activity over 

another is of the highest possible order of 

affirmation 

2,4,6,8 Intermediate values When compromise is needed 

between adjacent scales 

Reciprocals If activity I has one of the A reasonable assumption 

of above zero above nonzero numbers 

assigned to it when 

compared with activity j, 

then j has the reciprocal 

value when compared with 

I 

Rationals Ratios arising from the If consistency were to be forced by 

scale obtaining n numerical values to span the 

matrix 

Table 1. Saaty's scale of AHP references.15 
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Very Somewhat 
Neither 

Somewhat difficult nor Very easy difficult difficult easy easy 

Checkoff 0 0 2 1 4 

Sliding Bar 0 0 1 3 4 

Table 2. Subjects' ratings of overall ease of use for both PACM versions 
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Appendix A. 

The AHP Formula Used in the Preferences-Assessment Computer Module 

To understand the formula used by PACM the reader should refer to Figure 2. for the 

source of specific decision weights. In the figure, note that all weights are shown in 

brackets, beginning with a single upper case letter followed by one or two lower case 

letters. All weights beginning with the same upper case letter are between attributes of 

the same decision criterion. Each of these attributes is compared to all the other attributes 

of its criterion to arrive at its own weight using a 9 point scale in which ratios between 

attributes may range from 1 to 9 from the middle to the left end and 1 to 1/9 from the 

middle to the right end. (Note that in any given comparison, the ratio represents the 

preference to avoid a specific outcome, not to attain it. )2 

In the checkoff version of P ACM there are 17 buttons, with each representing an 

individual AHP ratio. The middle button is labeled "Equally important" and represents 1. 

As the buttons progress to the left they stand for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 in sequence. 

Only buttons 3, 6, and 9 are labeled, as "Moderately more important", "Much more 

important", and "Extremely more important" respectively. Buttons to the right of 

"Equally important" fall in a reverse pattern of 112, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 116, 1/7, 118, and 1/9 

with labels at 113, 1/6, and 119. 

The sliding bar version of P A CM is much more granular. It is labeled only at the middle 

and endpoints, but it is marked at all entry points by numeric values. . The middle 
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position is valued at 50. As the user slides the bar to either the left or right the value 

increases in integer increments up to 90 at the far ends. In contrast to the checkoff 

version the sliding bar uses PCM ratios. At any given value p on the left side the PCM 

ratio is represented by p I (I 00 - p ). The corresponding value on the right is represented 

by I I PCM, which is equivalent to (100- p) I p. Thus a left side position of75 

represents a PCM ratio of75 I (IOO -75) or 3, while the same number on the right works 

out to I I 3. As with the checkoff version the midpoint equals a ratio of I, and bar value 

90 represents ratio 9 or Il9. However, the ratios in between are logarithmic. The 

approximate values corresponding to PCM ratios 2 through 8 are 67, 75, 80, 83, 86, 88, 

and 89 respectively. 

The first step is normalization. To achieve this, ratios first need to be placed in a matrix 

of decision attributes. Each attribute is represented both in a horizontal row and a vertical 

column, and as a result each pair of attributes intersects twice within the matrix. The 

ratios between two attributes are indicated at their intersections, with one ratio an integer 

and the other in the form I ln. Where attributes intersect themselves, the ratio is always I. 

Next, each column should be summed. Then each ratio within a column must be divided 

by its column's sum. The results of these calculations are the normalized ratios22
. 

Once a normalized matrix is completed, the next step is weighting. Each normalized row 

in the matrix should be summed. Each row sum is then divided by the number of 

attributes in a row. The resulting calculations are the weights for each row attribute22
• 
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Let us illustrate this process with an example from PACM. Hysterectomy [Sh], 

Numbness by Incision [Sin], and Incontinence [Si] are all attributes of one criterion, Side-

effects. Suppose that a user places her response for the importance of avoiding a 

Hysterectomy versus avoiding Numbness by Incision in the radio button marked "Much 

more important" to the left of "Equally Important". The user then checks the unlabeled 

left-hand button that is one position to the left of "Moderately more important" for 

avoiding Hysterectomy versus avoiding Incontinence. Finally she checks the right-hand 

button labeled "Moderately more important" for avoiding Numbness by Incision versus 

avoiding Incontinence (selecting on the right means she prefers to avoid Incontinence). 

Since the middle position corresponds to 1, then the answer placements are in positions 6, 

4, and 1/3 respectively. This results in the following matrix of ratios: 

Hysterectomy 
Numbness by 

Incontinence Incision 
Hysterectomy 

1 6 4 [Sh] 
Numbness by 
Incision 1/6 1 1/3 
[Sin] 

Incontinence [ Si] 1/4 3 1 
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To arrive at each weight, we sum all the ratios in each column, and divide each ratio in a 

column by that column's sum. The above results from Side-effects will produce the 

following adjusted matrix: 

Hysterectomy 
Numbness by 

Incontinence Incision 
Hysterectomy 

0.71 0.60 0.75 [Sh] 
Numbness by 
Incision 0.12 0.10 0.06 
[Sin] 

Incontinence [ Si] 0.18 0.30 0.19 

Finally, we add all the results in a particular row and divide by the number of items in a 

row to get that row attribute's weight. Continuing with our Side-effects example we find: 

Sh = (0.71 + 0.60 + 0.75) I 3 = 0.69 

Sin = (0.12 + 0.10 + 0.06) I 3 = 0.09 

Si = (0.18 + 0.30 + 0.19) I 3 = 0.22 

Note that the total of all three attributes approximates 1.0. The formula inherently 

normalizes all values for the same criterion. 

Once all the attributes of each criterion are weighted, scores are determined for each of 

the two main delivery options, VBAC and repeat cesarean, as per an AHP method known 

as Distributive2 and utilized by Dolan and Frisina22
. This results in the following final 

equations: 
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VBAC = (Tb*Cb) + (Th*Sh*Cse) + (Ti*Si*Cse) + (Tin*Sin*Cse) + (Tfp*Cfp) + 

(Tp*Sp*Cd) + (Trc*Src*Cd) + (Tl*Sl*Cd) + (Tc*Sc*Cd) + (Tr*Sr*Cd) + 

(Tho*Sho*Cd) 

Repeat Cesarean= (Rb*Cb) + (Rh*Sh*Cse) + (Ri*Si*Cse) + (Rin*Sin*Cse) + 

(Rfp*Cfp) + (Rp*Sp*Cd) + (Rrc*Src*Cd) + (Rl*Sl*Cd) + (Rc*Sc*Cd) + 

(Rr*Sr*Cd) + (Rho*Sho*Cd) 

PACM also watches for inconsistency. For instance, if in the Side-effects example the 

user had placed her answer to the right on all three ratios, then it would have produced 

the illogical combination of relationships A>B, B>C, and C>A. In some cases the 

answers may come out wrong in a more subtle manner: A>B, B>C, and A>C, but the 

difference between A and C is less than the sum of the differences between A and B and 

between B and C. P ACM catches these types of problems and lets the user know that 

calculations that reach these conclusions are inconsistent. It advises that the user should 

reconsider some of her pairwise comparisons2
. 
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Appendix B. 

Survey Questions and Associated Screen Shots 

CHECKOFF SCALE 
The following questions with pictures are to determine the subject's understanding the 
Checkoff Scale: 

Instruct her to explore its use until she's satisfied that she understands how it works. At 
that point she may continue on her own. She should answer all application decision 
questions in the Criteria and Side Effects sections by herself. When she reaches the first 
Info page of the Delivery section, have her stop. At this point use the questions below. 
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1. Show picture with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right Criterion" on 
the right, setting two positions to the right of "Moderately more important" 

Ofl ·tbe seale below, noticelhallll& ill\pllrtance of e.dl trtferia. incri!asn on either end oHM s~allt. A dut near 
IM et.d of~~~ ~!s this trileri<ln !$ ~l)i irn9criart «> y()\1 v.Mn c~ared against th$ Ol!w ctitffion. 

If yw plcJI a dol in~ middle of~ waJe, thi$ ~s that tile lwo e1lte<~lon are eQIIillly lmpo('talll to you. 
Pita ... pt<;k too dol that bw r~ent~ hl>w yo~~ft&labo\Jt tht importanett -of th~ t.,.'ll ~r~erl~. 

Right; Cnterio:n 

~~"'M 
.:"JY.t:~ 

rtr~~ 

l'.l 

Suppose you saw another person's answers, and she placed her selection 
as on this screen. Can you please tell me what this selection means? 

2. Show picture with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right Criterion" on 
the right, setting at far left 

Wif§i: #fff..A n f.t_ ... s,._..;_ Jilt:§ ,, .. _. J.l,)----4, .... z.j-:$_$ht-:.a; .. --~~-attt#t::t:ft~@HiM#JfttlktfEM~tdi HJ{"' ~ 
w:-:tc~~-m<: ~ ~s.*~ ~ ~c fu.b~ ?1nfia ~ t.~.t~rt~ · ~ ~-1- - f ~t-""~ ~ !_;;.~~=~>~ j P~$! ~ 

~~ ~ t:e~hv.:~ t:JY-!t:-~ ~ } ~ ~ ~ ' l !i ~ ~ ~ ~~!t$j~$ 

On the scale b!t!ow, notle11lhat the im(:xlrtanclt ohaclll:Jieria in.:rnsM on ether end of Ill& scale. A dol near 
1M end of tM ~!!! ~..ts !flit t~ iS WJfYimPM~nt to y(lil llmi!'n CM'4\3ted agaiMt tM il!Mr etit~Ji(,n. 

If yw piCk a OO!lli the mkldk! of lhe.. ~caie, lhi$. $~~ tt~at the two crit~ are equally important io you. 
Plea!>e pic!( tre !lOI that ~ repr~!i how yoo feetllboO!the importance of thew two cr~eria. 

Right Criterion 

Now can you please tell me what this selection means? 
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3. Show picture with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right Criterion" on 
the right, setting on "Equally important" 

On tilt ~IC !X:Io"H, Wtiet ~ .. llll: irtlpQit!l~ \)f ~:~ctl wll~~ l!1o!~<~s~~ (l<ll e~1wr end of il!e $e<l~. A dill Qe¥ 
the·el)d td lll!i seale t~sb lM etit~ ·Ill ~fY·impoflllllto ~u 'fttlenl:ll!l'lPeffld toainst the other ~trion. 

11Y®. ~ ;~ dot in the ~ ot ttl~ ~3~, tnl~ ~st$ ~t. lbe !WQ· ~rlu~rl.;n ;~re eqoallyl!ll9Qf!~nt to yoli • 
. ~;}fi¢ ~ the dQt tlx\t ~$! r~pt"e!ienl$flQW ·Y«Jfe~ about the .irnpottam-~ Of ther..t twQ efiteri<J., 

Can you also please tell me what this selection means? 
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4. Show two pictur.es with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right 
Criterion" on the right. One picture has the setting on the left-side "Moderately 
more important", and the other has the setting on the left-side "Much more 
important." 

Oil tile' ~ale bdow, !lQilee}haltoo \ropQ~ta~ !If ea~! Mt~ iflcrtasi.!ii on e~her end orthe ~OQie, .A d>Jt near 
tll1! e~ ofthe ~~fe JUQge!ill this CJ)!e®n ~· .. vt!IY imJXIrtiillt t11 Yllill v.nen ~oJnl):ared agamlllle other 'riteron. 

If you p¢)t' :a dot ln.~ ~ of~ $t3IJJ!js ~· tba\ lh~ two .. ¢0tttl<m art ~qu~lly lmp¢ttMt to you. 
~a~ !*k too .dOl IM! !»$!· rWf!Y.t~~ now¥~ f~ ~.bcut the \!lrp~<tnee l)f lhe~~ 1W¢ er1.eri~ . 

Right Criterion 

on tile sn~ MIOW. notice tNt tile inlpOrtance of' nell crttena lnl:reasM o.n mer end of tile sca:le: A dot near 
!he e!ld of tile t.cale t~s this C!itenoo is~ importJfl( to yoo wt!en ct>n>p~red i!gainst the other Gliterion. 

lf)'Oi.i pick a dot ill th¢ ~ o1 th¢ ~~.this~ thai tlle tw~ ¢rMmm are e~lly importart toy(;~. 
?!!lase pick tile dot !hat be~ ·repre-;emr; howyoo feel about tile lrnportanoo ofHlt"~.:;two cr~t~ia . 

What would you say is the difference between these settings? 
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5. Show two pictures with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "R~ght 
Criterion" on the right. One picture has the setting on the left-side "Moderately 
more important", and the other has the setting on the left-side one position to the 
left of "Moderately more important" 

0/l!M ~le below, 1lCAA:e !hat 1~ ~tance Qfe;JOO ctitem inerea'>e~ Qn ei\her end of the r;c~le, /1. dQ! near 
the end of the scale ~$1m merion i$ very important to yc;u Vrflen tompared 11ganit lt!e other trltffion. 

If you pick lt dot In tM ~ of~ seal!\. tllk wgg&stt lhat the two trllwn arnqua!IY Jmportant to yc;~. 
Plea5e ))ick !lie 001lli3t tw,;t !Wft~$ .oow yoo fuel abolt the mponanoe of tlle~e two c~eria . 

On the $Colle below, notlee ll!al the imp()rtance Qf eilch ~eria ~easts oo e~llef end of llle· scale. A dPl Pea. 
lhe em! of !he ~(ile wggests lm merion is .VMY lmportalil to you When compared a~inst the o\her pr\terion. 
ltyw ~k 2 dot in tile .~ of the mle, ~. ~sr~ lhatlhe iv.'O crhrion :IN! equ.'llly lmporta111.to you; 

Please !iW<, th¢ dOt ltl\lt be~ rl!p!'l!sel)!-. h9W ·~ted aboot the importance of these tw~> criteria. 

What would you say is the difference between these settings? 
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When the subject has finished viewing the pictures of the application, have her answer 
the following questions concerning her opinion of the Checkoff Scale: 

I. How hard was it to decide where to place your answers? 

2. Was there the right amount of values on the scale? If not, how many would be 
just right? 

3. How easy was it to see your answers on this scale? 

4. Was the look of this scale appealing? If yes, what makes it appealing? If not, 
why not? 
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5. Was there the right amount of labels under the scale? If not, would you add more 
or subtract from those that were there? 

6. Would you put different labels under the dots? If so; what would they say? 
Would the scale make sense to you without labels? 

If the subject is using the checkoff scale first ask the following question: 
7. The scale uses dots to mark your answers. Is there another way to mark your 

answers that you think would be better? 

If the subject used the sliding bar scale first ask the following two questions: 
7. Now that you've used both dots and a sliding bar, which do you prefer? 

8. Is there another way to mark your answers that you think would be better than 
either the dots or the bar? 

For all subjects ask the following question: 
9. Would you consider the scale you have just used to be? 
Very difficult 
Somewhat difficult 
Neither difficult nor easy 
Somewhat easy 
Very easy 
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SLIDING SCALE 

The following questions with pictures are to determine the subject's understanding the 
Sliding Scale: 

Instruct her to explore its use until she's satisfied that she understands how it works. At 
that point she may continue on her own. She should answer all application decision 
questions in the Criteria and Side Effects sections by herself. When she reaches the first 
Info page of the Delivery section, have her stop. At this point use the questions below. 
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1. Show picture with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right Criterion" o'n 
the right, slider set at 69. 

*' ··A ·i -! ·· =' i §5 '. ii.Sf' .,, .. k>·:g \§(.== : ~J:,:jU¥--)iR .. -.• }·Gm~tlit1l$1!tkttiM1tH¥1#tY.-,: l-
tt....--.:1:~<..'-~~;0. } ~#~*'.! ! ?;:n~~- L ~::.~- ~~~~ ~ ~~f~~~ l ~~~ ~ ~~!•t'<~!' i -~-~-Si i ~>~ 

1 r~j·~~~ t;~:W$:~ i' :·,·-1 ~ ~ F,, ! . nt:~~s I 

On the sl:llle b&low, noiitelllat lmp6rtaneeof tad! erttoria increasn on ~~~Iter end ofthe seale. At you 
~tile bat~o~r~ ~end, the tltlrilbet ~ea~. A~ iltjfl)~r $~!}\)~$this crilMon I$ v"J>f 
~rlf)QI'Ia~ to~ vAI!lll ¢01llpillC4 a~~~~ «lt~, l1 you pfaee Ill¢ ~llder in t~ middle. t~ 
~~ that the two.gltefil are equaly ~nt \O you, Please sk<le lhe bar to tile poirlt thai best 
repr~tnt~ h()w you feel abol.i the Jrnportaroee oft~~ crt~a 

Rig))t Criterion 

Suppose you saw another person's answers, and she placed her selection as on 
this screen. Can you please tell me what this selection means? 

2. Show picture with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right Criterion" on 
the right, setting at 90 on the left. 

•ntV 1(-..P'hn;u -<.J- ·I ·· ''MP'i" J+ru;p .. -_,,ft>k-tvM~«, .. :a.-r~·lgt!ttJ1t1Mi~'%lHttb.WtEH¥1Wf' 
~it)W~h>ifl . !-14Wf I (.MU~~ - I ~~&<-~f*t~:! ~·~htlf ·t=:-: '!:MI•~'i--:-1 $;~'<'<!~~-('':~ \,.~(:;it ,_,j 
~ ·ill .. :t~.:~)•;r~~ ·t:t¥*i•~ l I 1 1 l'W~sh ~ 

On the sr.ale b•law. nc<ticelltat Imparlance of ear.h crihuia .inert!liSH on d.her end of the Jcalo. As you 
$lid~ t~ b~rtomr'(ls Mller tml1 , tM oymb!lr increM~. A highet i:1!JI'Ilber $~t~s i.lli$ «iteliOO !$ ~ry 
fi)Jp~tarrt 10 y.ou whef~ con1pan>d aspirost the Pliler crileriM. If YQ~ pl~ce !he sli(ier !n the n~(}Qie, l~ 
Jugge,t.~ that the tWo c~ena 'Ire equally important ta )'DIJ, Plene slide lhl! ba~ ti:f the poini·tnat bes! 
reprMI';n\$ how you fH!I ahl)U! the imponan<:e of these two criterla 

Left Criterion Right (':!;iterion 

Can you please tell me what this selection means? 
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3. Show picture with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right Criterion" on 
the right, settin on 50. 

ll•lle;.~;_,_.;,±~- ..,;~";. ~~-~~ -1-ulle•l;s!tt;.,;.;.;;;a;!q[;_,t,;.,,;u;u;x;,;J .. ,:!;,:,.;IfJe~lri=-:·-.;J&tw;'?~~"'?~~wt;:tci~&L~~~wltK;\it-I::?~~=MtiMl;tn;~K:t:''·~=- .... -~··1 
~""'' j '~•Wf l tl>.,'fiil>.t J:'hl .. ~ I ~ .. .,,. l r~ I t~i>r~ I "'"""'"" ! P<-" r .f ... 

~A) . LM*>>Oi t .... ,. ! I I ' I I I t I ~ .. ,. ,, 

On tne.1-cale bp,low, noth:ethat ~ance of mh ulteria inereaus on ~r end oflhe sr:ale,• ~you 
SUd(! tilt bar towar¢; efth« ec)d, !be number ~r~a$e<s, A hi~ ~$099i!'S.tS this tl'itl!!i(!n is ·VI1f'/ 
important to you wt1en ecmparecl agaiml tile otllet crterton, U you place tile ·slider WI !he rl'!tdde, this 
SUQQe~ th:lt llle two trlletia are equally ~ant to you. PJeue slide the bat to the polni i:hat bM<t 
repJu111'1ts 1\Qw you feel about tile lmportarn:e of tiles!! two cr~ffia , 

Can you also please tell me what this selection means? 
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4. Show two pictures with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right 
Criterion" on the right. One picture has the setting on the left-side at 60, and the 
other has the settin on the left-side at 75. 

wz ; -lp-xr; ~ ·ifHf* ·=,n · &~ lJ·t*'*' -!·i""ik'Ut-tf-'-..li~~~*t-~'WttWtW1@1tUWJttTPIMHttH ~> 
~·~ \ ,.,...,. ! "'"1'*t tm,.. I $)4.,;_.,,, ! ll<""'r l """"; J ~;.,~..,. ! -~ l 
~ ~~-"'~ ~··~! I I I I I I~>"'"''' 
On in~ $'\l.ale .b(!low:, notic~ !bat ~Wt;tnc~ of ~acf) criteria •if'!'\lre;~:Sn oo i1ilber ·~i>ll !>f lh~ s<:i>l!!.'. At YQV 
~lilk\ the bar towarrls e~het end, !be numbet inere3sH. A highet number suggests this crit:eri~ it Vl!fY 
important to you When c~reiS llgainsllbe Qihet erterion. lfycu place th!i! $1idet Jl U!e mid~. tills 
:Su!JQ~$ that Ute twt> crlterlot are equally ~ortant to you. ?lease '5!iiie tbe bat to the IJI>inl that bett 
reyr~nt$ bow you feel about tbe imporla~~«~ of thHe two elitllfia. 

Left Criterion 

On the scale below, noti•:e thai importance of each crtena flv.:ntases oo eilber end of !he stlllct,. As you 
tli~ the Mr toward$-ettnN end, the .miMbt,r we:J$1!$,_ A hl~r lli.Jtnfi.et $;U9i'J~~ thl$ criteti(lh l$ W~ry 
import~nt 10 yo~ ~n $oh1p;ireQ ~9~~t t~~ other eriteliofl. II you Plil¢e !.hi'! ~~r it! I.~ mi~. !hi~ 
suggnb thai the two witerlll are equdy lmpcrtanl !o you. Please 11fi.de' the bar to the pori that belt 
tej)f'esent$ I!Qw yQ\1 f~~~ ab®t the irrlclortanee tJf tMse two e~t!r!a. 

Left Crjterion 

What would you say is the difference between these settings? 
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5. Show two pictures with "Left Criterion" as choice on left end and "Right 
Criterion" on the right. One picture has the setting on the left-side at 60, and the 
other has the setting on the left-side at 62. 

_, ·f-.}· H . t..J f·· if•S• .,n;g~_t.--- '*''·"·t¥-<-UJ~·AP¥-P 
~f:.<<·l~'h*- } ~il!:i!'..-~t ~ ~~! c~-t Ctl1:-:"<t j $,~-~~~~~ ~ ~::~~v.;~~ 

.t _. t~~~j.y.-~ t~:4~Str i ~ 

~~a;r:ttlUNtNJWMME\~,<. 
4~-s~ ~ ~:.mfl~~!:, - ! ii--)S~ l 

~ f.ltt~~!H .j 

On tilt seale below, nolite that \mpolt:arn:e of eal:ll criteria lrn:reases on e~Mr end oHbe ·scale. Ali Y''U 
$1idt!.,t!W! b.trt~rd$ t~ tod, t!W! ~ iol¢'~li$1t$. A~ lli!ltl~r $11()9~$1:1li~ crterton 1$ very 
it!1fXllt•lJlt to Yl'll y,~n e()ro~Wtd ;~.gait!'!i! lllil. (!the~' ttiltriol). If Y<}ll fl!i1¢C tile ~~· inti){) .mkldle. tt~$ 
~itt !hilt t~ two t!terla art .equa.ly important to you, .Pleas. slide !ht bar lc lhe poilll thai bnt 
reprru:~ how you 1tl!l abel! the~! of~J:t! 1\\K) criteria . 

•n · -•··.· rl --,l ,,.,,!hi A A --·+0¥'-'':H ¥-'"'- r-:&#h-: 1. ~t-,,.r; 1 tpn§· -,.:~tm%&&&mrt1Xt1Mill®Th'\#WMlt.trntettn:~c 
~~~~t'* 1 -t~l'~- l ~"' .. ~·$-!i<!,, (~t~~ i c;~~~;t-~ ~ P..~~t 'l ~t~_ l wr$i~'t. t ¥s~ 1 
~- t :t~~4M \$$~~ i ~ '<~ t t ~- L '**'*~.-$ -j 

On ilHI sc~le blii~YN., notice that fmportanee of neh crllt!ril in~ean~ ~n lither end of lhe scale:. A,s you 
!.lid~ 11\t b3r t~r(!$ ~¢he!' ~nct. the iWm~r illerea~s l•. !>iSIW iUitl~ $1l~M$ thi$ cnt~liQ!i i$ WJty 
imPQit~~~~ !o }'00 wt~en con'!P~rt-d ~~imtlhc 0\Mr er~er$l, tryw p~~ the $!iwr ~ 111~ ~. thi'> 
sug~its that the two trltena are eqwlly fmportart to y011, f"'ease slide the bar to tM polr!l that be1t 
r~preunl~ how 'il'll ~!labotJt th!! impon:anel! of !liMe 1\\K) trit~ria 

/''\iN!> 
~ 

·f¢"">' 
)":'<'.f>\).-'t.'*"':t 

What would you say is the difference between these settings? 
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When the subject has finished viewing the pictures of the application, have her answer 
the following questions concerning her opinion of the Sliding Scale: 

1. How hard was it to decide where to place your answers? 

2. Was there the right amount of values on the scale? If not, how many would be 
just right? 

3. How easy was it to see your answers on this scale? 

4. Was the look of this scale appealing? If yes, what makes it appealing? If not, 
why not? 
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5. Was there the right range of numbers on the scale? If not, what ranges would you 
use? 

6. Would you put different labels than numbers on the bar? If so, what would they 
say? Would the scale make sense to you without numbers? 

If the subject is using the sliding bar scale first ask the following question: 
7. The scale uses a sliding bar to mark your answers. Is there another way to mark 

your answers that you think would.be better? 

If the subject used the checkoff scale first ask the following two questions: 
7. Now that you've used both a sliding bar and dots, which do you prefer? 

8. Is there another way to mark your answers that you think would be better than 
either the dots or the bar? 

For all subjects ask the following question: 
9. Would you consider the scale you have just used to be? 
Very difficult 
Somewhat difficult 
Neither difficult nor easy 
Somewhat easy 
Very easy 
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